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1. We shall prove some generalizations of two well-known inequalities for
moments of sums of independent random variables obtained by Rosenthal [5], [6].
Instead of the classical power moments we consider moments belonging to a more
general class. Another generalization is connected with one-sided moments. 'We

prove some inequalities for generalized moments of this type for the maximum of
partial sums of independent random variables.

2. Let Xr, Xz, ..., Xn be independent ra^nd,om variables, S& : Df=rXr.
Let Go be the set of non-negative even functions g(r), u € R, non-decreasing on
the positive half-axis and satisfying g(0) : 0.

Theorem 1. Suppose

(1)

and

(2)

where

EXr-0) lc--1,...tfrt

n

(s) Bn: » r,x|.
lc= 1

If

(4)

for some g e Go,then

(5) 
"(,?*T,r*) =inr1,x*)+2", I,* Q-*)',ds(*)

foreveryr)0.
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Remark. For 9(o): lrl', o € R, p22, we obtain

(o) rl r?-äs.l' s rPMp,n!2pe'rnl2g(;,, -or)rl''

for every p ) 2 and, > ln,where

(z) Mp,n:f ,lxol'
Ic=1

and B(c, y) is the Beta-function.

Let X be a random variable with the distribution function F(r), r € R. In
what follows we use the notation

r-
P* g(x) : Jo s@) dF(r).

Theorem 2. Suppose

(8) E+9(X1) <oo, h:l,...,fr,

for some 9 € Go. If the conditions (1) and (2) ate satisfred, then

(e) E+e (,*,_E, sr) s i r*e1,xr) + e" l* (r . *) ' ds@)
t=l

foreveryr)0.
Theorem 3. Suppose

(10) 0<Do<oo

where

( 11) Dn: iElxrl.
Ic:1

(4) is satisfied for some g € Go , then

Ic:1

If the condition

(12) 
"(,

for evety r > 0.
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For g(*):l*lP,* €R, p> l,weget

(13)

for every
(7).

then

(14)

r > p > J., where B(r,y) is the Beta-function and Mo,n is defined by

Theorem 4. If the conditions (10) and (8) are satisfied for some g € Go,

n

D+g( ,?-t,t*) s »B+ g4xx) +
- Ic:l

(,* *)-'on(,)""fo*

foreveryr)0.
3. Proof of Theorems I and 2.

Lemma l. Let Att ..., A, be positive numbers, y: max{ylr...r Ar}, tr
the condition (2) holds, then

, (,?-ä sr > ,) 
= ; ,1rr* >- y*) +""o {i - ir"r (, . X)}t=1

and

n

"(l ,?-g, sol > ") s ! e1lxrl > yo) a 2exp {; -;r"g (r . X)}
foreveryc)0.

Lemma 1 follows from inequalities of Fuk and Nagaev [2] and a result of
Borolkov [1] (see also Lemma L3, inequality (5.5) and Supplement 16 (Section 6)
in Chapter 3 of [+]).

Lemma 2. If X is a random variable and E+g(X) < m for some g € Go,
then

E+g(x) : 
lo* 

p(x > x) ds(r).

It Eg(X) ( oo for some g e Gs , then

foo
ng0x): 

Jo P(lxl >_ x) ds(x).

It is easy to prove this lemma by integrating by parts the expressions appear-
ing on the right-hand sides of the last two equalities. We take into accounf also
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the relation. g(0) : 0 and lim,-aoo g(x)P(X 2 ,) : 0, which follows from the

inequality 
rF

g(r)P(x 2 *) 
= J, s@)dF(v), o ) 0,

where F(y), V € R, stands for the distribution function of X.
Let r ) 0 and r ) 0. ToproveTheorem2weputinLemma 1y*:U:t/r,

Ic : 1, ,.. )n. We then have

P( rypT ,sr 
= 

r) s iP(rxp l-x) +exp t" - rlog (, * *ll\r<k1n / Ic:l

and

where

fL o6

r, : i [* ygxr 2 r)dg(a), rz: e' [* (r* :1) -'do(*\.
rr-?Jo ^-(I'./L*'r,)uy\&), ,r-" 

Jo \^,rBr) *vt*t'
f,=t

Applying Lemma 2 we get

a*s( -o* ^Sr) = It*rf rxx)* Iz," \r<t<z '-/ - L=,

finishing the proof of Theorem 2.

Theorem 1 can be proved using the other inequalities in Lemma 1 and

Lemma 2.

4. The proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 are similar to the proofs of Theorems 1

and 2. Instead of Lemma 1 it is possible to apply the consequences of more general

probabilistic inequalities stated in [2], [3] and [1].

5. Lemma 1 remains true if we replace maxl<&<'r Sr by ,Srr. Therefore under
the conditions of Theorem 1 the same upper bound for Eg(^S") holds as the one

given in (5). In particular, we have

(1b) ElS,l, 3 C(p)(Mr,, + BP,lz), p) 2,

and, taking into account (6),

(16) 
'l ,?ff ltol' . c(p)(Mp,,a 3nt2), p22.
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Here C(p) is a positive constant depending only on p.
Inequality (15) is due to Rosenthal [5], [6]. Of course Theorems 2, 3 and

4 remain true also if we replac€ rrrax1414r,5* by ,S,. In particular, under the
conditions of Theorem 3 we have

( 17)

and,

( 18)

Els"lP s c (p)(Mo,n * Do"),

as a consequence of (13),

El max Ji,, l' S C(p)(Mn,n * Do"),It<k<n

p>1,

p>1.

Inequality (17) was proved by Rosenthal [5], [6].
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